
REPLACING TEXTBOOKS WITH TABLETS

Should tablets replace textbooks in K schools? They say tablets can hold hundreds of textbooks, save the environment
by lowering the amount of printing, .

It was also because students tend to read faster but less deeply with digital text. Some early studies reveal
mixed and interesting results. Gadgets require maintenance and repair which would result in loss of studies for
children who would get used to studying on tablets instead of textbooks. Since they are more valuable than
paper, there is a chance that they may be stolen or robbed from students too. They are small and can find in
any good sized bag and are quick to turn on for easy access. With all the outrageous expenses including paper,
printing, and publishing costs that go towards printing textbooks, schools should consider using tablets instead
of books for students to use. Other factors besides the fixed price of the tablets account for the difference.
While the use of iPads for learning can certainly be beneficial as they can be easily updated, hold more
information in a light device and train kids for a computer-driven future, educators should be aware of the
drawbacks. More Distractions Without proper filtering and blocking tools, students may access irrelevant or
inappropriate content during class. For example, students will have quizzes and test marked in applications
within seconds. Those who argue that replacing textbooks with tablets will eliminate writing and paper books
entirely are assuming that schools will want to force all its students to completely give up paper products.
Moreover, tablets can contain far more textbooks that the child can use for reference instead of sticking to just
one book for a particular subject. Using tablets over textbooks is going to be more affordable. With proper
infrastructure and support, tablets can be a very effective and powerful learning tool. Cons Inconvenient For
Poorer Families Students in poorer and more rural regions may be inconvenienced by tablets and e-books by a
number of factors. Then you Tablets Vs. Schools should store away those heavy textbooks and make the
switch to electronic tablets. With editing and auto-correct tools available on tablets, students will ignore the
need to remember spellings and grammar rules. Researchers found that while students preferred to read
digitally and that their reading was significantly faster online, overall comprehension was found to be better
for print. The picture is rosy, but is there scientific evidence to back up the benefits of learning on tablets?
There might also be confusion among parents or students about which edition is which. This is because tablets
are usually held close and shows pixilated images. Should Tablets replace textbooks in school? Advocates,
desperate to bridge the educational gaps in children with learning issues, are ahead of traditional educational
leaders, since children with special learning needs used tablets and apps early on. That may not be true for all
subjects and over time. Tablets are the new technology that schools need to introduce to the students more so
that they can keep up with technology. Introduction: Tablets have taken over computers and laptops at work
and textbooks in some schools in US. This is because scrolling may actually have a disruptive effect on
comprehension. Advantages of tablets over textbooks: 1. Apple, Intel and McGraw Hill representatives and
other technology and publishing heavy hitters are working with Federal Communications Commission
chairman Julius Genachowski and Education Secretary Arne Duncan discussion to figure out effective ways to
introduce digital technology into the emerging classroom. Critics argue that it is too much of a distraction in
the classroom and that teachers cannot make sure that students are actually using it for educational purposes,
but that can also be the case with textbooks. Up To Date Content It can be more cumbersome with more
lengthy difficult processes to go through when you print new information on new editions of textbooks. If we
calculate the amount spent by parents on the purchase of textbooks for a single year of a Senior secondary
grade student, it is far more than the price of a tablet. A lost tablet or a dead one will create problem of lost
notes and other important textbooks or assignments.


